
Boston Bruins are PLAYING FAST 

As of January, 16th 2018 the Boston Bruins were in second place in the Atlantic Conference with a +29 
goal differential (GF-GA). The team’s goals against was the best in the Conference. Who would have 
thought that the Bruins would be in the top 6 teams in the NHL within one year of the coaching change 
behind the bench? After watching the condensed game highlights between the Bruins and HABS the 
other night it was obvious that this team is playing fast and outworking their opponents to achieve this 
change in the standings. 

At TLPF Hockey we support playing fast because it is the way the game is supposed to be played. To 
play fast individually and as a team the execution must be performed at a skilled unconscious level.  

Evidence of PLAYING FAST 
Players and teams that can play fast share the following traits: 

 Sound technical hockey skills performed at a skilled unconscious level. 
 Sound individual and group tactical play performed at a skilled unconscious level. 
 Team game is evident with excellent puck support defensively and offensively (all 3 zones).  

Video Evidence of Playing FAST  
A team that plays fast is easy to recognize when you know what to look for in all three zones of the ice 
surface. Examples of playing fast were clipped from the condensed version of the game highlights 
between the Bruins and HABS the other night. Watch the video clips and see for yourself the evidence of 
playing fast. 

Teams that Play Fast Demonstrate the following Abilities: 
Enter and exit the neutral zone (NZ) with puck control and speed. Teams that play fast don’t turn over 
the puck in middle ice (between the dots).  
Support the puck offensively and defensively in all three zones. Teams that play fast have pressure on 
the puck carrier (point of attack) all the time and take away middle ice to force puck turnovers. 2nd and 
3rd player puck support is always evident on the strong side in puck battle/recovery situations. 
Outnumber on the puck offensively and defensively in all three zones to win puck battles and the puck 
possession game. Teams that play fast know how to recover the puck and exit the zone using 
outnumbering (two on one, three on two, etc). 
Defend middle ice in the NZ with good GAP control, speed and physicality. 
Provide back pressure support for the D pairing consistently eliminating odd man rushes. 
Play five in the box and support the puck playing more man coverage than zone.  
Win one on one battles and group puck battles because of tactical and technical hockey skills. 
Use the width and depth of the ice offensively to create time and space with the puck.                                      

Bruins a Hard Working Group 
The Boston Bruins Head Coach and coaching staff deserve a lot of credit for the change in the NHL 
Standings with their goal differential (+29) and best goals against in the Conference. The team has clearly 
made a commitment to playing fast. Teams that play fast defensively and offensively win 
CHAMPIONSHIPS. The Bruins Head Coach has clearly been instrumental in changing the culture of the 
team. This Bruin team is hard working. The goal now is to see if the group is willing to continue to work 
hard the remainder of the season. Playing fast is hard work.


